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Question asked = Question answered by Law-Giver Manifest

All Solutions are to be Non profit and Non violent !
Questioning and getting answers is part of human decision making.
Don't guess, assume or hope. Question, get answers, filter and access
answer (s). ?a ?a leads to ideas. Ideas are what makes humans great!
Question asked = Question answer part of C. G. 'Learn and Teach'.
Questioning and getting answers is part of learning. Giving useful
answers is teaching.
Question and get answers is part of C. G. 'Seek, Gain and Apply
Knowledge'. Question (seek), get answers (gain), give answers
(apply). Preserving answers is C. G. 'Knowledge continuity'.

How to question ?
1st the question is formulated (important so as to receive a useful
answer)
2nd who to ask 'Seek' someone with the right qualifications (there
may be a need to ask more than 1 person)
3rd Thank the person who answered (good social skill)
4th 'Gain' an acceptable answer (sometimes there is no acceptable
answer)
5th Write or audio, visual record answer(s)
6th 'Apply' what you 'learn' (answer)
7th Use your new knowledge to 'teach' others (good social skill)
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What to question ?
Everything (intelligent, good social skill)

Why to question ?
A need (curiosity, must know, making conversation) arises to ask
questions

When to question ?
Now (intelligent, good social skill)
How was your day? Why do you look sad? Is this a bad time to ask?

1 GOD is waiting to hear from you !

Question Prayer
Dear 1 GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
I endeavor to question everything that needs questioning
I may need Help, Guidance finding the answer
I shall encourage others to ask questions, seek answers
Thank you for questions and answers
Your most humble faithful custodian guardian (1st name)
For the Glory of 1 GOD and the Good of Humankind
Prayer is used every time you are seeking an answer to a pertinent
question !
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